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Kurzfassung

Temporärer Brückenbau im zivilen und militärischen Einsatzbereich

Durch mein Interesse am Brückenbau und meiner bisherigeren Arbeitserfahrung
habe ich mich dazu entschlossen mich in meiner Diplomarbeit den temporären
Brückenbau zu widmen. Ich kam zu diesem Thema als ich meinen Wehrdienst
leistete und als Pionier erste Erfahrung mit temporären Brücken sammelte. Meine
Arbeit

wird

sich

besonders

mit

der

Beschreibung

von

verschiedenen

Brückensystemen, Einsatzzwecken, notwendige Baustellenvorbereitung, notwendige
Arbeiteranzahl,

verwendete

Maschinen,

Konstruktionsmethoden

und

den

verschiedenen Baumaterialien befassen. Temporäre Brücken werden benötigt um
ein sicheres Überqueren von verschiedensten Hindernissen zu ermöglichen. Dies ist
meist der Fall wenn vorhandene Brückenbauwerke durch Hurrikans, Erdbeben,
Hochwasser oder sonstige Ereignisse nicht passierbar oder beschädigt sind. Da
bereits viele stationäre Brücken in naher Zukunft das Ende ihrer Lebensdauer
erreichen werden, wird auch der Einsatz für Brückenrenovierungen oder Neubauten
immer wichtiger. Durch diese Geschehnisse möchte ich auf die Notwendigkeit von
temporären Brücken hinweisen, um eine dauerhafte funktionierende Infrastruktur zu
gewährleisten. Da ich meine Arbeit an einer Gastuniversität der California
Polytechnic State University in Amerika schreibe, möchte ich ebenfalls Unterschiede
zwischen Österreichischen und Amerikanischen Systemen näher beschreiben.
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Abstract

Temporary bridge constructions and its implementation in a civil and
military context

Due to my interest in the field of bridge constructions and my past experience, I
would like to write my thesis in the field of temporary bridge constructions. I was
acquainted to this topic when I was in the Austrian Army, where I worked as a
pioneer with temporary bridge systems. The main focus of my thesis will be the
description of different construction types, different purposes of temporary bridges,
necessary site preparation, required amount of workers and machines, diverse
execution

processes

and

the

different

used

materials.

Temporary

bridge

constructions are mainly built to provide a save conquer over an obstacle in a short
time. This is usual when the existing constructions are impassable or damaged by
hurricanes, earth quakes, flooding or another extraordinary case. Also the use during
a construction is getting more important since a big number of bridges will reach the
end of their operating lifetime in a foreseeable future. For that reason, I would like to
point out the need of temporary bridges to guarantee a working infrastructure.
Additional I would like to point out the differences between systems which are used in
America and the systems which are used in Austria.
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1 Introduction
By the effects of war, natural catastrophe, bridge replacement, or for any other
reason it is often necessary to cross a river or any other obstacle where no bridges
exist or they have been collapsed. In general already prefabricated bridge elements
will be used. They are mostly made out of light, well transportable and screwable
parts from high quality materials which could be fast built to bridges with different
span, width and load capacity. It is often the task of the government with their military
forces to provide a temporary safe way to cross. The temporary bridge systems are
mostly made for the military and differ to the stationary build bridges which are built
by civil companies for the public road network. The biggest difference is the
construction time where a usual bridge is often months or years in construction.
Compared to it a temporary bridge must be erected in a very short period whereby
the construction time will be calculated in days or hours. Also a stationary bridge is
optimized in its design and calculation at the final location by using the current
standards. On the opposite hand a temporary bridge is designed and calculated by
military standards and for a use in very different locations. The costs of every bridge
are in general high but a stationary construction could be in use for 100 years which
makes an easy financial investment over generations possible. A temporary bridge is
only for some hours, days or weeks in use but can therefore used on a wide range of
sites at different locations. Nonetheless there are some overlaps between permanent
and temporary bridge constructions. So it was sometimes that a temporary bridge for
the military became part of the public road system. 1

1.1 The importance of temporary bridge systems
In every extraordinary case if it is war, natural disaster or whatever mobility is a key
element for a solution. At the present time first connection to areas which are after a
bridge collapse not reachable could be made also with other technologies like by air
or water. For example after a flood were in most cases the infrastructure is damaged

1
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first help and rescue is done by boats and helicopters. But for the clean-up work and
reconstruction heavy equipment is necessary where a temporary bridge often creates
the only possible way to get to the affected area. If the need for a temporary bridge is
very high but the delivering of a bridge system took a long time, local available
machines and materials like timber or steel beams could be used for an improvised
solution. In case of a natural catastrophe or modern warfare the speed of operation is
most important. Therefore flexible systems which can be rapidly build and
deconstruct without complex preparation of the site are necessary. A good example
gives Field Marshall Lord Montgomery who said after World War II that he could
never rushed in such a speed forward without temporary bridge constructions. He
was not the only man who saw temporary bridges as one of the key elements to win
the Second World War. 2

1.2 Failure of bridges
Beside erecting a temporary construction over an obstacle where no bridge have
been constructed before most times a miserable state or even a failure of a bridge
raise the need for a temporary bride. Since the human is building up constructions
failures have been made. Those failures has deeply shocked engineers but more the
general public. Bridges are necessary for the daily life and everyone require that the
bridges are safe. For every engineer a bridge construction is a great challenge
caused by the high complexity compared to other areas of structural engineering.
Especially since the needed span lengths, bridge widths, loads and other
requirements are changing with time. By those new challenges bridges are changing
in new systems, new designs, new manufacturing methods and new materials while
the pressure of keeping costs low increase every year. Even when every involved
person is taking the greatest care accidents could not been fully avoidable. 3

2

Zierhofer, Florian: Die Notwendigkeit des österreichischen militärischen Behelfsbrückenbaus in In- und
Auslandseinsätzen.TherMilAk. Wiener Neustadt: 2011
3
Scheer, Joachim: Failed Bridges. Case Studies, Causes and Consequences. Ernst & Sohn. Berlin: 2010
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Most failure could be assigned to one of the following categories.
•

Failure during construction

•

Failure in service without external action

•

Failure due to impact of ship collision

•

Failure due to impact from traffic under the bridge

•

Failure due to impact from traffic on the bridge

•

Failure due to flooding, ice floes, floating timber and hurricane

•

Failure due to fire or explosion

•

Failure of falsework

It is not that simple to put a failure in one of the above mentioned category. It is often
that for example a failure by impact from traffic on the bridge could end up in a failure
due to fire. Each failure has to be analyzed subjectively.
To avoid future accidents it is highly recommended to study each possible failure for
a bridge construction. This should be also done for a temporary bridge construction,
especially if there is need for a temporary bridge system caused by a bridge collapse
from a before mentioned failure. 4

1.2.1 Failure by terrorism
The attack on the World Trade Center buildings at 9/11/2001 has shown the
vulnerability of public facilities and structures by a terrorist attack. Several studies in
subsequent years have listed that major transportation infrastructure is also top
ranked for possible terrorist attacks. By that fact state transportation agencies
developed and considered several methods to smaller the impact on damage of
sensible infrastructure like bridges. A study about rapid bridge replacement
techniques from

the

Texas

Tech

University considered

temporary bridge

constructions as an important part to smaller the impact on bridges by terrorism or
other failures. 5

4
5
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1.3 History of bridges
We don’t know exactly when, where or how the human
started using bridges. But our ancestors have been
hunters and collectors who had to walk for long routes
through rough terrain to find food, burning material or a
shelter. Thereby it was necessary to overcome rivers,
canyons or other obstacles. Probable natural formed
bridges like a fallen tree were first used by the
prehistoric man before he was able to build a
construction. With the development of first stone made
tools it doesn’t took long until the human harvest a tree
and put it over a narrow position of a river instead of
waiting that a tree fall by natural reasons. From that
point it may just took a short period until first trees were

Illustration 1: Simple stone bridge

tied together to have a wider crossover. The first wooden bridge constructions were
built with a maximum span of the used trees so another technique was necessary.
Therefore

simple

stepping

stones were used by putting
almost

flat

surfaced

stones

close together. That method
was just possible when a wide
shallow

river

or

lake

was

available. Another system to
overcome a river by stone was
possible at the upper reaches

Illustration 2:Bridge by using tree trunks

where most rivers are forming deep small valleys. A stone not far away and bigger
than the valley was necessary. By clamping the stone in the valley an overcome was
fabricated. By combining wood and stone as building material new bridge types
resulted. By putting stones about each other piles for wooden beams has been
formed to overcome deep rivers. When the riverbed had a non load bearing
underground it was more reasonable to use long wooden piles instead of heavy

4

stones. There are no bridges from the prehistoric time so every of those development
steps is just an assumption although it is very plausible. 6
Generation’s later when first villages and
small city states arose also the requirements
to

the

infrastructure

changed.

First

engineering constructions were build 4000
before

Christ

by

the

Sumerians

in

Mesopotamian which included roads, bridges
and water systems. One of the first known
bridges which were used in a military context
has been built at the end of the 6th century
before Christ from the Persians. The ruler
Darius built three swimming bridges over the
Danube mouth by a bay of the Black Sea and
over the Bosporus. Through the impressive
achievement of the Sumerians, Egypt’s or
Greeks the Romans have made the biggest
development in the field of bridges. They
build bridges for their huge road network or

Illustration 3: Swimming bridge over the Danube 6th
century before Christ

large aqueducts for their water systems. The Romans built most of their bridges out
of wood. The public idea that they made their bridges just out of stone is just by the
fact that the wooden bridges could not resist thousands of years like the stone
constructions. The Romans developed three main inventions which separated them
from other cultures of their time. The invention of water-resistant cement, a method
how to build a foundation with the help of a formwork and the use of arches to
increase the span of their constructions. Also the Romans were specialized in the
field of military engineering. To conquer north Europe with their legions they built
temporary wooden bridges over the Rhine and the Danube in a very short time. After
the legions crossed the rivers some of their military bridges became part of the local
infrastructure. 7

6
7
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The next milestone in the history of bridge constructions was in the 18 th and 19th
century during the industrial revolution. With the new material iron and steel, the
relation from dead weight to carrying capacity allowed new types of bridges like the
truss bridges. The already known knowledge of wooden truss bridges has been
developed to build first truss bridges out of steel. Those bridges crossed big rivers to
build up the necessary infrastructure for the growing railway network. 8During that
time first temporary bridge constructions made out of steel were used. Those bridges
have been mostly pontoon bridges independently developed and used by military
forces of different countries. With the outbreak of First World War and the fast
growing development of vehicles temporary bridges became even more important. In
Europe the British engineers have been leading at the development of such bridges.
Beside the pontoon bridges first system bridges have been developed which could
also cross dry obstacles. During the war the used bridges reached dimensions up to
a span of 150ft and could carry tanks up to a weight of 35 tones. With the
introduction of the tank the bridges became bigger but also new possibilities for
temporary constructions occurred. By using powerful vehicles it was possible to carry
and launch temporary bridges from a vehicle itself. During WWI temporary bridges
were mainly used for the supplies of the troops which also included railway bridges.
In World War II much more vehicles have been used and the mobility became much
more important. Therefore a various number of temporary bridges have been
developed during war. Most popular and maybe one of the most important bridges
was the British Bailey bridge. It is a modular bridge which could be adapted to cross
obstacles with different spans and loading capacities. Field Marshal Bernard
Montgomery wrote after the war that the Bailey bridge was one of the most important
instruments to end the war in Europe. The Bailey bridge is still in use in several
countries like Austria, Germany, India, Sudan, Brazil and is the base for many newer
bridge systems. After Second World War most bridges were built out of reinforced
concrete. Concrete has several advantages like the cheap price, available at almost
every place and that this material is very flexible in its final form. By the fact that a
construction made out of concrete is very heavy compared to other materials it is

8
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currently

not

used

for

temporary

bridge

constructions.

Illustration 4: Bailey bridge during WWII

After WWII there was the next milestone in the evolution of temporary bridge
constructions by using light weight aluminum alloys. First prototypes have been built
before the war but the need of aluminum for aircrafts was priority. Since that almost
every assault bridge is made out of an aluminum alloy. In 1960 the medium girder
bridge was developed by some British engineers. It is a bridge out of an aluminum
alloy and since the Bailey bridge the most used temporary bridge system which is in
use by thirty-six countries like the USA and most other NATO countries. At the same
time the Germans did research on floating bridges and combines advantages out of
temporary bridges and ferries by the use of amphibious vehicles. With this technique
a floating bridge is erected in a very short time since each vehicle could easily drive
from road directly in the water. Since that the research for new bridge systems is
based on the use of new materials like carbon fibre or improvements of existing
systems. 9

1.4 General description of load bearing systems
The nature was a role model for most load bearing systems by forming bridges like
natural formed rock arches, fallen trees or a lianas. Most existing load bearing
systems could be separated into three groups, an arch construction, a rope
construction or a beam construction. The difference of the classification is how a
construction is transferring the external loads. The ideal arch and the ideal rope will
be just stressed by a normal force. Whereby in a beam usually just bending stress
occur.10
9

Joiner, J.H.: One more river to cross. The story of british military bridging. Pen&Sword Books Ltd. South
Yorkshire: 2001
10
Ewer, Swen: Brücken. Die Entwicklung der Spannweiten und Systeme. Ernst & Sohn. Berlin: 2003
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Illustration 5: Main load bearing systems

1.4.1 Arch system
The optimum arch has to resist just against a compressive force. That is the case
when all external loads form a result force which is at the same line as the centre-ofgravity line of the arch cross section. If the result force differ from the centre-ofgravity line additional bending moments will occur. Characteristic for an arch system
is that the external vertical loads forms vertical and horizontal loads at the supports.
Those horizontal forces have to be channel in a save way to the foundation soil.
Another method would be the use of a tieback which takes the horizontal stress of
the construction. The first material which was used for arches was stone by the high
compressive characteristic. 11

1.4.2 Beam system
The load bearing effect of a beam system is achieved by the resistant of the bending
moment. After an external load a compressive and a tension zone will be formed in
the construction. The shearing resistance prevents that a single part of the
construction doesn’t shift away. At a usual single span girder which is supported at
each end the maximum bending force is in the middle of the beam and the maximum
shear stress is at each end. Most failures of this system are made by too much
pressure at the compressive zone, too much tension at the tension zone or lateral
movement of the compressive zone which is called torsional flexural buckling. The
oldest material which was used for beam is wood by the characteristic that timber
could handle compressive and tension forces.

11
12

12
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1.4.3 Truss system
By the need of bridges with a higher span an improvement of the beam system
ended in the 19th century with first truss constructions. It was the change from
intuitive timber constructions to engineered constructions. Also by the first use of iron
in construction this form as load bearing system was getting more interesting. A
typical truss system consists out of several triangular units whereby each truss beam
gets forced by compressive or tension stress. All moments are excluded by the fact
that all joints in a truss system are made as a kinematic pair. Another fact to avoid
moments is that external loads are considered to act only at the nodes and not at the
beams. By the fact that a truss system has a very low weight compared to its load
bearing capacity such a system is often used for a temporary bridge construction. By
that reasons the truss system, with its low dead load compared to the load capacity,
is an ideal load bearing system for temporary bridge constructions. That will be also
supported by the fact that a truss system is very flexible in its length.13

Furthermore there are different load bearing types which are used for suspension
bridges, cable-stayed bridges or mixed systems. Because those structures have just
a small influence at temporary bridge constructions I don’t go into detail on these
systems.

1.5 General description of influencing loads
At every bridge which was ever built it is always a try to use the characteristics of
each building material in the best way to resist or even use the incoming forces. The
forces which are acting on a bridge could be separated in three groups. The
permanent effective dead weight, the traffic weight caused by everything which is
crossing the construction and the environmental stress affected by rain, snow,
flooding or earthquakes. The forces of those three groups can be very various by the
used building material, construction type, purpose or the location. Every force which
is acting from outside on a construction causes stress in the used materials. That
stress could be separated into four different types which act individual or together
13

Ewer, Swen: Brücken. Die Entwicklung der Spannweiten und Systeme. Ernst & Sohn. Berlin: 2003
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whereby two of them are in contrast to each other. Compressive force which
compress and tensile strength which pull apart. The third one is the shear force which
is pushing one part of a body in one direction and another part of the body in the
opposite direction. The last one is the torsion force which is twisting a body. Each
material has different characteristics regarding compressive, tensile, shear and
torsion strength. For example stone has a very high compressive strength and is
optimal for a construction which has to resist against pressure. On the contrary wood
can resist against much higher tensile forces and could be used where stone would
collapse. By those reasons different load-bearing systems has been developed. 14

2 Load assumptions
It was always most important for an engineer that a bridge could carry the calculated
loads from the design also in real life. It would be a catastrophe if a bridge would be
overloaded by normal use and could take permanent damage or even collapse.
Therefore standards have been developed to specify how to calculate a construction
with defined loads.

2.1 Eurocode and the Austrian standards
To facilitate processes in the field of construction between different countries of the
European Union, the Eurocode was established. As Austria is part of the European
Union it is using the Eurocode. The code creates European wide consistent basics
for design, calculation and execution of constructions. The Eurocode is a series of 10
European standards listed from 0 to 9.

14

•

EN 1990 Eurocode 0 : Basis of structural design

•

EN 1991 Eurocode 1 : Actions on structures

•

EN 1992 Eurocode 2 : Design of concrete structures

•

EN 1993 Eurocode 3 : Design of steel structures

•

EN 1994 Eurocode 4 : Design of composite steel and concrete structures

Ewer, Swen: Brücken. Die Entwicklung der Spannweiten und Systeme. Ernst & Sohn. Berlin: 2003
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•

EN 1995 Eurocode 5 : Design of timber structures

•

EN 1996 Eurocode 6 : Design of masonry structures

•

EN 1997 Eurocode 7 : Geotechnical design

•

EN 1998 Eurocode 8 : Design of structures for earthquake resistance

•

EN 1999 Eurocode 9 : Design of aluminum structures

For the design of road bridges, footbridges an railway bridges also the annex A2 of
EN 1990 is significant while it gives rules and factors like the ψ factors for necessary
combinations of action for serviceability limit state and ultimate limit state.
Additional to every Eurocode each country has an individual standard to adapt
country specific characteristics caused by local conditions like the weather. 15

2.2 American guidelines
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
is an organization which publishes codes, guidelines and specifications regarding
infrastructural constructions in the USA. These guidelines are relevant for almost
every bridge construction in US which also consider the different requirements of
different states. In general those amendments deal with high seismic forces on the
west coast, big pressure by storms on the east coast and all other natural factures in
different areas.

For a bridge construction in the USA (California) following AASHTO Bridge design
Specifications are needed:
•

Bridge Design Aids

•

Bridge Design Details

•

Bridge Design Practice

•

Bridge Design Specifications

•

Bridge Memo To Designers

•

Bridge Standard Detail Sheets

15
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•

Seismic Design Criteria

•

Seismic Design Specifications for Steel Bridges

•

California Amendments

•

Office Engineer Plans Preparation Manual16

2.3 Load classification of temporary bridge constructions
The first temporary bridges have been improvised constructions and their maximum
carrying capacity could be just estimated. They have been used by the military for
early campaigns to cross their soldiers and even some light weight carriages over
obstacles. The constructions were always constructed for the heaviest load which
has to cross a bridge. First categories were made in the 19th century from infantry up
to a loaded elephant. With the advent of first vehicles weights were changing a lot so
it was necessary to categorize loads in more exactly load classes. With the industrial
revolution in the 20th century the loads changed really quickly so it was first time
during World War I that maximum capacity of a bridge was restricted by axle loads.
The loads at WWI have been categorized as followed:
•

Light Loads – Four infantry soldiers, one cavalry soldier, one pack mule or one
camel

•

Medium Loads – light military vehicles, all types of trucks with an axle load up
to 8 tons

•

Heavy Loads – heavy military vehicles, tractors, light tanks up to 16 tons or a
maximum axle load of 16 tones

•

Tank Load – unlimited use of all load classes, heavy tanks with a maximum
load up to 35 tons

After World War I the role of vehicles gets more important in civil and military life. As
a result bigger and heavier vehicles have been developed that the load classes from
WWI have been quick obsolete. In WWII the Allies changed their load classes into
numbers from 3 to 24. Additional each vehicle got a load number and it was
obviously that a vehicle could just cross a bridge with the same or higher load
16
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number. The actual military load classifications (MLC) for temporary bridge
constructions have been standardized by the NATO and its allies. Inside the NATO
every vehicle gets classified regarding to a standardized procedure which includes
the total weight, length of wheel base, maximum axle loading and so on. The
currently military load classifications are 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100, 120 and 150. These numbers differ just a little to a declaration in tones. By
the fact that tracked vehicles are most time heavier and shorter than wheeled vehicle
higher bending moments or shear forces could arise in a bridge construction. That is
why sometimes a bridge could have two classifications one for wheeled vehicles and
one for tracked vehicles, for example MLC 50 (wheeled) and MLC 30 (tracked). 17

3 Purpose
In general a temporary bridge is used when there is a need to cross an obstacle for a
certain time period. This is often in case of military operations, during or after natural
disasters, replacement or renovation of consistent bridges or in unusually areas like
the movie industry. Thereby the function also differs on different users of the bridge
which could be pedestrians, common vehicles (cars, busses, trucks), heavy military
equipment (tanks) or the railway.

3.1 Military
As I mentioned before temporary bridge constructions have a long history in the
military. Especially during WWII temporary bridge constructions played an important
factor during war. After 1945 with the fast development of new weapon system the
necessary of quick bridges for military operations was not anymore essential. But
there is still a need for bridges during wartime. Especially for heavy military vehicles
like tanks which need assault bridges to cross smaller obstacles in a short time. The
military will play always an important rule for temporary bridge constructions by
constructing them during peacetime for a use caused by natural disasters. The need
for a temporary bridge for a military purpose is unimaginable in countries like the
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USA or Austria. On the other side in crisis-stricken countries like the Iraq, temporary
bridges are currently used for military operations. So it was in July 2017 that Iraqi
forces built a pontoon bridge over the river Tigris to conquer the city Mosul which was
in the hand of the terror organization Islamic State. After the successful conquer of
the city the bridge became an essential part of the infrastructure for the residents of
the city Mosul.18

3.2 Natural disasters
The number of natural catastrophes which include earthquakes, storms and floods
has been quadrupled since 1970 to around 400 a year. This are counted disasters
which have at least 10 deaths, an affection of more than 100 people or a declaration
of a national emergency. By the development and constantly improvement of new
vehicles, techniques, equipment and disaster control reported deaths from natural
disasters are decreasing yearly. On the other hand the economic damage is
increasing each year especially in the USA, China and India which have the greatest
number of disasters in last 20 years.19 In general natural disasters which have a big
impact on the infrastructure could be split in geological (Earthquakes), hydrological
(Floods, Tsunamis) and meteorological catastrophes (Thunderstorms, Tornados).
Whereby in many cases a natural catastrophe like a tornado could form side effects
like a flood. For example the hurricane Katrina in August 2005 which was one of the
devastating storms in US history caused a terrible flooding in the city New Orleans.
One result was a big damage of the Interstate 10 Bridge crossing Lake Pontchartrain
in the north of the city. By the fact that the bridge is an important part of the
infrastructure a quick reuse of the bridge was top priority. With the help of temporary
bridge elements from the company Acrow it was possible to re-open one of the two
bridges with one way traffic in each direction in a short period after the hurricane.20
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3.3 Constructions
The USA has one of the biggest transportation networks worldwide. A main part of it
is the Eisenhower Interstate System which started in 1956 which is the biggest public
work project of US history. The most expensive component of the interstate system
are bridges. Actually there are around 600.000 bridges under federal of the highway
administration whereby most of them have been built during the Eisenhower
program. In the 1950s the lifespan of a bridge in US was designed with 50 years until
a bigger renovation or a full replacement would be necessary. A full replacement is
more typical by the fact that the traffic especially the size and weight of trucks
changed significant during past. With the short lifespan a lot of bridges have to be
replaced in close future whereby the costs for the government, users and
environment have to be minimized as good as possible. User costs are the
disadvantages which occur for the general public. These are mainly traffic delays and
reduction of the safety during the construction. By the fact that a replacement could
take 1 - 2 years these costs could be significant.
In general there are four strategies how to renovate a bridge. The traffic could be
detoured to another route, kept on the bridge with a complex renovation technique,
building a new bridge beside the old one or a temporary bridge could be erected for a
crossing during the construction. Of course each bridge replacement has to be seen
individual and not every method is ideal for each site.
If a replacement will be done with the use of a temporary bridge construction first
step is to build a temporary road to the future temporary bridge. After that a
temporary bridge has to be build over the obstacle. When the construction is erected
and ready for public use the deconstruction of the old bridge could be started. During
the whole construction process of the new bridge the traffic is passing on the
temporary construction. When the new bridge is finished the temporary bridge with its
access roads is not longer needed and it could be started with the deconstruction
process.
The advantages by using a temporary bridge construction are a safe crossing and
working environment compared to a bridge with workers and traffic at same time, the
finished bridge is located at the same place as the older one which avoids a new
road course and the user don’t lose time by using a detour.
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The big disadvantage of this method is that the site has to fulfil numerous
requirements. The height difference of the banks shouldn’t be too much, the
temporary bridge has to be straight and the span is limited.
A floating bridge construction doesn’t suite the requirements for public traffic by the
low speed and the high deflection during a crossing. By that fact temporary floating
constructions could be excluded for a longer use during a bridge replacement.

21

3.4 Movie industry
Sometimes a temporary bridge construction is not only used to provide a save
crossing over an obstacle. Such a construction could be also used for special tasks in
the movie industry as an important actor in a world famous movie. So it was such a
construction in Steven Spielberg’s 1997 five-times Oscar winning blockbuster “Saving
Private Ryan”. The bridge was the centre of the final scene of the movie where Tom
Hanks acted an American soldier in the 2nd world war who had to defend the bridge
against the Germans.
For the movie a construction team recreated a French town with a river as its centre.
Caused that the whole movie set was just temporary erected for the film itself, it was
obviously to use a temporary bridge construction to cross the river. The movie bridge
consisted of 3 x 12m and 2 x 6m elements which were supported by two special steel
towers. The bearing structure which had to carry wheeled vehicles and a 26.5 tone
tank was erected in a couple of days by handful workers and the help of a telescopic
handler. The modular system with the standard elements with a width of 1.725
meters had been bolted together. After that step it was transformed by special set
designers into a made of bricks old locking arch bridge. The unconventional use of a
temporary bridge in a movie illustrates the wide range of application of these
constructions. 22
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Illustration 6: Mabey Quickbridge

Illustration 7: Modeled temporary bridge

4 Types of Temporary Bridges
Temporary bridge constructions could be separated in two elementary types which
are improvised bridges and system bridges. The earliest temporary bridges were
always improvised by using local materials like stones, timber or lianas. It is the
oldest method but still in use, just the available materials changed to steel beams and
construction timber. How to construct improvised bridges is still part of training in civil
and military since it could be always that bridge equipment is not available or that a
site is inaccessible. The system bridge technology has a long history of development
behind it. This type has a higher flexibility and it gives a certainty that the bridge is
working. Of course also the speed of construction is the most important advantage
especially since the development of land vehicles and a continuously increasing of
natural disasters. Mainly the speed of construction is the main criterion when an army
or government procures its temporary bridge system.
The system bridges could be also separated in two main types which is a floating
bridge or a fixed bridge. The floating bridge is a system to cross a river or canal by
the use of a buoyancy system most time by boats or pontoons. A new developed
type is using the advantages of a bridge and ferry by using amphibious vehicles as
buoyancy system. On the other hand a fixed bridge could span a wet or dry obstacle
from bank to bank. This type could also have several spans which were supported by
improvised piers or own pier systems. A special type which could be found in both
systems is the assault bridge, mainly used from military. This type is designed for a
use during a battle where speed of construction and protection of the crew has top
priority. After a use during battle and if the security situation it permits such a bridge
17

will be replaced by a conventional temporary fixed or floating bridge. A special type of
the fixed bridge is the railway bridge which played a very important part in the past.
Nowadays this type is not often in use by the fact that the infrastructure for land
vehicles during war or natural disasters has priority against the railway network. 23

4.1 The design of temporary bridge constructions
A temporary bridge construction has to fulfill some basic requirements which are
based on the load class, maximum span and on the speed of construction. But also
many other factors have to be considered by the manufacturer at the design. So it is
especially nowadays with the present financial climate important to reduce the cost of
equipment as much as possible. Particularly during the design there should be
always an eye on that point otherwise the best product could kick itself out of the
market. The price is also one of the equal points to the conventional stationary
bridges. By the fact that the temporary structures are needed for just a short time in
exceptional situations and contribute to the health of public these systems have to be
reliable. The reliability has to be given through the whole operating time, during use
or frequently assemble, dismantle or relocation for the use and for training. Another
important point is the ease of production which should make it possible to
manufacture the system during high demand from several companies. As I described
before the speed of construction is often essential. Therefore the whole erection
process should be easy going whiteout big adjustments of the surrounding area and
by a personnel minimum. As these systems are mostly operated by the military they
have to be robust to avoid any damage caused by mishandling or accidents. But in
case of any damage quick and simple reparation at site should be possible. A system
has to be adaptable for the use at different sites with a variety of spans. Preferably
one system could take the role of different bridge types like the flagship system from
Bailey. As a site could be at any place the system has to handle a wide range of
climate conditions. In particular if a system is intended for several or a big country like
the USA which has areas of cold and heat extremes. To get to every site each part of
a bridge system has to be transportable by road, rail, water and sometimes by air
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whereby the carrying by truck is the most common way. All these factors have to be
balanced against each other for a successful construction of a temporary bridge
system. 24
Beside the requirements also given factors have to be considered like several bank
conditions, different capacities of soil, allowable carriageway decking, ramp slopes,
speed of the vehicles, tolerable deflections, launching loads, corrosion protection,
design loads for wind, snow, rain, mud or ice and so on. There is one point where the
engineers of temporary bridge system have one advantage compared to
conventional bridges. This is the more exact classification of the life loads.
Temporary bridge constructions are mainly built for exactly defined military load
classes whereby the designer could also define the maximum speed of crossing,
maximum amount of vehicles at same time or the spacing between each vehicle. On
the other hand a conventional bridge has to be designed for the most possible
disadvantageous load with a much higher safety factor. Another difference is that a
temporary bride is not only designed for the usage during an explicit time. The
lifespan is determined on a certain amount of crossings which are mostly 10.000
crossings of the maximum vehicle loading. This method of design is just possible by
the monitoring which would be at a conventional bridge just with a great effort
possible. 25

5 Improvised bridges
An improvised bridge is the oldest technique how to build a permanent or temporary
bridge. Usually this type of a temporary bridge construction is not used since the
development of system bridges but sometimes there could be a need of it. This is in
case that a system bridge is not available, or couldn’t be used by different factors like
a time intensive delivery, destroyed roads, no available machines and so on.
However a hastily erected improvised bridge could be used for first crossing of
persons or light vehicles until a system bridge is delivered and erected to replace the
improvised construction. Every improvised bridge as it the name describes is an
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individual and is always unique in its construction. For a construction every available
material, tool and machine will be used. By that fact the design and construction
method differs extremely on the area of operation.
There are main disadvantages compared to a system bridge. The workers have to be
coordinated very detailed because there are no manuals compared to a system
bridge with an exactly description how or in which way the bridge has to be build.
Also it is quite hard and requires some experience how to calculate the construction
time, amount of needed material, number of workers and so on. The biggest
disadvantage is the missing knowledge about the maximum load capacity which
makes a loading by a heavy vehicle extremely uncertain. By all these disadvantages
it is always recommended to use a system bridge but keep the idea of an improvised
bridge behind.

5.1 Footbridge
A footbridge is one of the oldest and simplest systems for pedestrians to cross an
obstacle. It is made out of timber where simple connections out of ropes are used.
For the erection no machines are necessary which makes this system perfect for
difficult to access areas with a wooden occurrence.

Illustration 8: Footbridge erected by the Austrian military

The height of this construction is limited by the natural grown wood which is used for
the bridge. By using 4 meter long wooden trunks a height of around 2.50 meters
could be reached. The length of such a bridge is by putting arbitrary numbers of piles
not limited whereby the span between the piles should not be more than 3 meters.
20

The used timber has to be free from branches and should have at least a diameter of
10cm. The runway could be also made out of branches but to increase safety and
comfort planks with a thickness of around 4cm would be better. The connections
between the parts are made with ropes out of hemp. This type of connection has
advantages like simple to learn nodes, fast erection, easy deconstruction and by
contact with water the connection will be stronger.
The construction process starts with preparing the timber on site. First the piles has
to be erected. This step could be done close to site and after finish the completed
piles could be lifted by manpower on their final locations. Followed the planks has to
be erected from pile to pile. By
laying

the

planks

additional

a

handrail has to be erected to
increase safety during use. With
this simple construction method a
bridge with a length of around 15
meter

could

be

erected

and

dismantled by a group of 20 people
within 8 hours.26
Illustration 9: Footbridge during construction

6 System bridges
A system bridge is a further development of improvised bridges and is nowadays the
standard for a temporary bridge construction. System bridges are constructions with
a special scheme which could be built in many variations. So it is often possible that
one bridge system could be used for several operations by flexibility in length and
load capacity. The erection and deconstruction are standardized and explained in
user manuals for each bridge system. Most system bridges are made out of steel
whereby also aluminum alloys, kevlar, carbon or reinforced plastic are in use for
some bridges. In general system bridges could be separated in floating bridges for
wet obstacles and fixed bridges for dry or wet obstacles.
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Compared to an improvised bridge a system bridge has several advantages. The
knowledge about load capacity, erection time, needed material or required machines
are just some of them.

6.1 Fixed bridge
6.1.1 Bailey bridge
The inventor of the Bailey bridge
Donald Coleman Bailey was born on 15th September 1901 in Yorkshire, United
Kingdom. He studied engineering and made his Bachelor degree 1923 at the
Sheffield University. After his education he worked at the engineers department of
the LMS Railway where he was involved in civil bridge design. In August 1928 he
started his career as a military engineer and went to Christchurch which was the
research centre for the royal military pioneer units. At this place he developed during
the Second World War the world wide known and still in use Bailey bridge. After his
career in the military he was dean from 1962 to 1966 at Shrivenham University. For
his exceptional service in the field of military engineering he was knighted by the
Queen to Sir Donald Coleman Bailey before he died 1985.27

The need for the Bailey Bridge

In 1940 the allies forces needed a new temporary bridge system which was adjusted
on the requirements of Second World War. Especially by the fact that before used
bridge systems have been unsuitable for the mass production during war. After a
meeting with the British armament committee Donald Bailey made the first sketch of
a new bridge by using advantages of before developed systems and by inputting his
own ideas. With a team of engineers he designed the Bailey bridge which was
adjusted to following conditions:
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•

A maximum of flexibility by using the bridge as single-span, multi-span, dual
carriageway, pontoon, suspension or railway bridge. As well the bridge should
be possible to be adjusted for different bridge loads and a wide range of span.

•

The hole system has to be made out of a material which was available during
war. That excluded the use of light aluminium alloy which was used for the
aircraft production.

•

Each part of the system has to be suitable for a mass production. Therefore
the tolerances are reasonable that an amount of companies could produce
several parts independently.

•

The biggest panel should not weight more than 600lb (270kg) to be lifted by
six mans. In addition each panel has to be fit on a standard truck for
transportation.

•

The erection of the bridge has to be as simple as possible to avoid false work,
accidents or damage of the bridge. 28

Design stage

The design was based by fact that one panel has to fit on a 3 tons truck with a weight
which could be carried by 6 mans and build together to a 120ft bridge with a load
capacity of 45 tones. After an early calculation the first prototype out of steel was
built. One panel consists out of welded steel profiles which could be easily connected
about each other or next to each other by using plug connections. The final element
is around 10feet x 5feet 1 inch with a weight of 577 pounds. With the first elements a
12ft long bridge was built for first tests. The bridge completed all tests whereby it
resisted a load up to 90 tones. As a result of those and further tests a table was
created which shows safe loads for a range of spans. Additional a 1/13 scale model
was built for wind loading tests at the national physical laboratory. After few
modifications and passing all tests the bridge went in may 1941 to several companies
for manufacturing. It took five month from manufacturing until first bridges were used
by troops. During war around 650 UK companies were involved in the manufacture of
parts for the Bailey bridge. Caused by the huge amount of companies own test
28
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centres have been created to guarantee the quality of each part. At the peak of
manufacture around 25.000 panels where built per month. All in all around 700.000
Bailey panels have been built which would be enough to build 200 miles of fixed
bridge and 40 miles of floating bridge. During WWII between 1943 and 1945 more
than 4.000 Bailey bridges have been built.29

The Bailey bridge

The Bailey bridge is a truss bridge system whereby the carriageway is between two
main girders. The trusses in each girder are assembled by the standard panels which
are connected from end to end. Transverse to them are the cross beams which are
called transoms. The transoms are clamped to the bottom of the main girders to
stiffening the bridge and provide a construction for the carriageway. For additional
horizontal stiffening sway braces are necessary which are also mounted between the
girders. On the transoms stringers are mounted to provide a substructure for the
decking. Rakers are connected between the panels and the transoms to hold the
trusses upright. For a horizontal connection of the trusses bracing frames and tie
plates are necessary. One bridge set consists out of 33 different parts and 30 special
tools for erection.
A girder could consist out of one, two or three trusses which are mounted side by
side. To increase span or load capacity it is possible to add a second or third story of
trusses. Each story is connected with bolts to the lower elements. With this variety
following possible configurations are possible.
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Type

Common designation

Short form

Single-truss, single story

Single-single

SS

Double-truss, single story

Double-single

DS

Triple-truss, single story

Triple-single

TS

Double-truss, double story

Double-double

DD

Double-truss, triple story

Triple-double

TD

Triple -truss, double story

Double-triple

DT

Triple -truss, triple story

Triple-triple

TT

Table 1: Types of the Bailey Bridge

Illustration 10: Different construction types of the Bailey Bridge

A single truss with two or three stories is not possible because it would be not stable.
For the necessary stability all three stories configurations are braced on the top with
transoms and sway braces.
The carriageway which is between the girders has a width of 12 feet and 6 inches. To
get with a vehicle on the carriageway at each side a ramp is required. The slope for
vehicles up to 50 tones must be under a rise/run ratio from 1 to 10. Over 50 tones a
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ratio of at least 1 to 20 has to be build. Additional at each side of the bridge a 2 feet 6
inches sidewalk for pedestrians could be mounted.
At each end of a truss a bearing has to be mounted. That bearing sits on cylindrical
bearings which rest on the base plate. To avoid settlements caused by soft soil a
timber grillage under each base plate is obligatory.

30

Illustration 11: Section and Floor plan from a Bailey Bridge
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Main parts of the Bailey bridge

The standard Panel

The panel is the main element of the bridge. It is a welded steel truss which is 10 feet
long, 5 feet 1 inch high and 6 ½ inches wide. The horizontal steel beams are called
chords. The transoms will be clamped with transom clamps on the top of to the
bottom chord. Therefore four steel elements with holes are welded between each
chord. At the end of all chords there are male or female lugs to connect the panels
with pins. 31

Illustration 12: Bailey bridge standard panel

Illustration 13: Bailey bridge connection pin

Transoms

The transom is places between the main girders and is the substructure for the
carriageway system. It is a 10 inch steel I-beam with a length of 19 feet 11 inches.
The weight of that part is 618 pounds and is usually carried by 8 mans with special
lifting equipment. The underside provides six recesses where standard panels could
be mounted. On the upper side 8 lugs are welded on whereby 6 lugs are needed for
the connection to the stringers and two are necessary to connect the rakers. On the
31
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sides of the I-beam lugs exist to mount the sidewalk. In most cases a transom is
placed at each end and in the middle of each standard panel. Additionally for a
higher load capacity of the bridge a fourth could be added per bay. For a simplify
erection of the transoms a transom roll could be temporary mounted on a standard
panel. 32

Illustration 14: Bailey bridge transom beam

Illustration 15: Bailey bridge transom clamp

Raker and bracing frame

A raker is a 3 inch I-beam which connects a panel from the outer truss with the
transom, to prevent the truss from overturning. The bracing frame is a rectangular
steel frame and just necessary for a double or triple truss type where it prevents
overturning from the inner trusses. 33

Illustration 16: Bailey bridge bracing frame

32
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Illustration 17: Bailey bridge raker
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Sway brace

The sway brace is a 1 1/8 inch steel rod which is foldable in the middle. It has one
eye to each end for a pin connection to a standard panel. This element ensures the
horizontal stiffening of the bridge therefore two sway braces are required at the lower
chords of each bay except the first bay of the launching nose. In case of a triple story
bridge additional two sway braces are needed at each bay for the overhead bracing.
34

Illustration 18: Bailey bridge sway brace

Stringer and decking

A stringer is 10 feet long and consists out of three I-beams and is the element
between the decking of the carriageway and the transoms. For one bay 6 stringers
are required, two button stringers on the outside and four plain stringers for the
middle. The decking for one bay is made by 13 wooden planks with a length of 13
feet 10 inches.35

Illustration 19: Bailey bridge stringer

34
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Illustration 20: Bailey bridge decking
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End posts and Bearing

An end post is the connection between a truss and the bearing. There are two
different types, one for the male and one for the female end of a standard panel. With
the use of end posts it is possible to erect a temporary bridge construction with a
defined slope. The bearing is located at each end under an end post and spreads the
incoming loads of the bridge to the base plate. At the construction phase of the
bridge the bearing is used as a support for the rocking rollers. 36

Illustration 21: Detail of the support

Illustration 22: Bailey bridge end posts

Ramps

A ramp element is almost equal to a stringer element but it consists out of three Ibeams and not out of four. For a ramp two different types are required four plain
elements for the middle and two button ramps for the side which hold the timber
planks in position. If the slope is too high a ramp could be extended through a bay
with an additional transom, extra ramp elements and two ramp pedestrals. 37
36
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Illustration 23: Bailey bridge ramp

Illustration 24: Support for two bay ramp

Erection equipment

Rolling rockers and plain roller

A rocking roller is necessary for the erection process of a bridge. It consists out of a
steel frame which has on the upper side three rolls and an arm at the underside
which fit in the bearing. It balances the deflection of the bridge during the launching
process. For the construction of a single-single bridge one pair and for double or
triple truss systems two pair of rocking rollers are necessary. Additional at least one
pair is necessary at the opposite side where the launching nose reaches the bank.
The plain roller is also a welded steel frame which contains one roll which is
separated in two. With that benefit it is in use for single up to triple truss
constructions. The plain roller is placed during the erection process every 25 feet
after the rocking roller. With the use of rocking and plain rollers it is possible to build a
bridge which is simple to launch by manpower. During the erection process all rollers
have to be leveled as good as possible by the use of construction timber. 38
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Illustration 25: Rocking roller

Illustration 26: Plain roller

Jack

The jack is required to lift the bridge on and off the rocking rollers and has a load
capacity of 15 tones. The lifting process is done in several small steps by a constant
removing of timber. 39

Illustration 27: 15 tones jack

Illustration 28: Two jacks for a double-double construction

Carrying Bar and carrying Tongs

The carrying bar is a wooden tool reinforced in the middle with a steel band and is
used for the transportation of the standard panel. The carrying tongs is a tool out of
steel for transportation of the transoms. Each of these tools is operated by two men
at same time. For a simple and optimum transportation six men for the standard
panel and eight men for the transoms are required. 40
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Illustration 29: Carrying bar for standard panel

Illustration 30: carrying tongs for transom

Transportation

A standard bridge set includes bridge parts and tools to construct two 80 feet doublesingle bridges with launching nose or one 130 feet double-double bridge with
launching nose. The total weight of such a bridge set is around 110 tones. For a
transportation of one set a certain amount of trucks and trailers are necessary. To
avoid overloading and guarantee a better planning a table with the weight of each
element and tool is available. During the use in the Second World War standardized
stacking plans for the trucks were developed. With the rise of bigger load capacity of
trucks and by the use of several nations with different vehicles a stacking plan was
superfluous. 41

Illustration 31: Standard elements on a truck

Illustration 32: Transoms on a trailer

Dead load of Bailey bridge

For the right calculation of the dead load and the needed amount of transportation
vehicles a table for each system is given by the manufacturer. The calculation of their
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weight has to be made at the beginning of the planning phase for a comparison with
the soil characteristics.

Bailey bridge
Type
SS
DS
TS
DD
TD
DT
TT

Weight (tones per bay)
2.76
3.41
4.01
4.66
5.88
6.46
8.29
Launching-nose

SS
DS
DD

1.00
1.64
2.90
Decking

Chess and steel ribands
Stringers only
Wear treads

0.66
0.79
0.35
Accessory

Sidewalk

0.17

Table 2: Dead load of the Bailey Bridge

Load capacity

Following table shows the maximum load capacity for a single span bridge. The load
is given in a military load classification which means different loads for tracked and
wheeled vehicles.

Span (ft)
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

SS
24
20
20
20
16
16
12
12

DS

65/65
60/60
50/55
45/50
40/45
35/40
30/35
20
16
12

Ts

DD

TD

DT

80/80
70/70
60/60
50/55
40/45
30/35
24
20

90/90
80/80
65/70
50/55
40/45
30/35

100/90
90/90
80/80
60/65
50/55

90/90
75/80
65/75

TT

34

160
170
180
190
200

1

24
16
12

40/45
30/35
20
16

60/65
50/60
40/45
30/30

80/90
75/85
65/75
50/55
35/40

Table 3: Maximum span of the Bailey Bridge

The Bailey Suspension Bridge

One of the most impressive construction
methods of a bailey bridge is the
suspension bridge. With that method it is
possible to cross an obstacle up to 400ft.
For the towers standard Bailey parts are
used which minimize the need for special
parts. Of course the cables and the
connections between the construction
and the cables have to be special
designed for this type. By first tests a
tower collapsed caused by buckling and
adjustments have been required. The
further developed bridge with a maximum
span of 400ft could be built in 5 days.42
Illustration 33: Bailey suspension bridge

Multi-Span Bailey Bridge

Multi-span bridges are mainly used to cross wide obstacles. Additional this type is
very suitable when a bridge is destroyed but the piers are in good condition to
support a temporary bridge. In such a case it is often possible to level up or repair the
piers with timber or bailey parts to position launching rollers and built a continue
Bailey bridge. When no piers exist it is recommended to choose the span between
the piers almost equal. If this is not possible by given situations it has to make sure
that in case of heavy loading of a central span the end span doesn’t lift from the
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bank. When piers have to be erected Bailey standard parts ad special components
could be used to build standard piers up to height of 80ft. 43

Illustration 34:Multi-Span Bailey Bridge

The Canal Lock Bailey

This system is special designed for Low Countries with canal systems as part of their
infrastructure. The bridge system has to ensure crossing over a small span water gap
for land vehicles and at same time it has to allow ship traffic on the canal. Caused by
the fact that this type of
Bailey bridge is really rare
the lifting parts have to be
produced locally for each
bridge. Mainly a usual Bailey
bridge and 4 Bailey towers
out of standard parts were
necessary

to

build

this

system.44
Illustration 35: Bailey Canal Lock bridge
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Dual Carriageway Bailey

Most road networks for land vehicles have at least one traffic line in each direction. If
a temporary bridge construction gets part of such an infrastructure it also has to have
two traffic lines to avoid a traffic collapse. With the Bailey system it is possible to build
a dual carriageway bridge. In
such a case the centre girder
has of course to carry the
double load than the girders
on the side. A common design
for such a bridge is to use a
double/double girder in the
middle and two double/single
girders at the outside. 45
Illustration 36: Bailey Dual Carriageway bridge

Bailey Railway Bridge

With the Bailey system it was also
possible to build railway bridges up
to a span of 60ft. By the fact that a
railway bridge has to carry a much
higher load than a bridge for land
vehicles

the

girders

are

much

bigger. Girders often have to be
quadruple/double

to

enable

a

railway crossing the bridge with a
speed of 20mph. 46
Illustration 37: Bailey railway bridge section
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6.1.2 D Bridge
The D bridge with a maximum span of 56 meter was developed in 1960 by the
German company Krupp. It consists like most other temporary bridge constructions
out of two main girders, transoms between the girders and the decking system for the
carriageway. The main girders consist out of connected triangular elements which
could be mounted in different ways to modify the load capacity and span. They could
be placed like the Bailey system side by side and about each other. The highest load
classification at the maximum span will be reached with a double-double system. A
difference to the Bailey bridge is that the D bridge could be erected as single truss double storey construction. The bridge could be build with one or two carriageways.
Sidewalks are also at each side of the bridge possible. If necessary it is also possible
to build piers with the standard elements but for that use no tables are available. The
triangular elements which are in German “Dreieckselement” are responsible for the
name of the bridge system. The bridge system got 2000 in revision whereby the
wooden carriageway was replaced by a steel system. The static is proved to fulfil the
requirements of the civil German bridging standards (DIN 1072) and the military
standards of NATO countries (STANAG). 47
The erection of the bridge could be done by manpower but by the fact that most
elements are heavier compared to Bailey elements a construction with machines is
appreciated. For that work excavators, mobile cranes or other lifting equipment is
used. Additional a compressor with a pneumatic impact screwdriver decrease the
construction time significant by the fact that the connections are made by screws and
not pins like the Bailey bridge. The construction process itself is most time done by
launching the bridge with a launching nose over an obstacle. The used rocking rollers
and plain rollers have to be placed 3.8 meters for the first bay and 8.4 meter for every
following bay. A lifting process by one or two cranes could be advantageous when
the bridge load fits and the site has a beneficial erection place.
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Illustration 38: Double-truss, double- story D-Bridge

6.1.3 Bridge 2000
The bridge 2000 system is a temporary bridge construction made for military and civil
tasks. The bridge is on both sides with ramps equipped which have a very low slope.
By that reason also civil busses can use the bridge without additional work at the
ends. This bridge system can reach a span up to 40 meters with a usable width of 4,4
meters. Most parts of the bridge are made out of a special light aluminium alloy and
new developed carbon fibres to reduce weight. Just the connections are made out of
steel. The whole bridge could be build up with a trained team and enough space at
the site in less than an hour. With a load capacity of 110 tonnes the bridge 2000
could be used by the heaviest vehicles of the Austrian Army. The bridge system was
developed and built by the
German

company

Dornier

GmbH which is now part of
EADS (European Aeronautic
Defence and Space Company)
one of the three leading arms
manufacturer.

The

bridge

system was a development at
the aircraft sector where the

Illustration 39: Bridge 2000 erected on a damaged bridge
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wing department used finite element software for the calculation of the bridge. Beside
Austria this bridge is in use in Germany, Spain, Singapore and Slovenia.

One bridge 2000 system consists out of a 40 meters long bridge, one truck equipped
with a crane and 4 vehicles for transportation. The bridge elements are transported
by the 4 trucks with a hook loading system. The transporting width is 2,75 meters
which allows a transportation on the public road system. The low width could be
reached by a mechanism which fold the bridge elements for the transportation by
truck and open them up to 4,40 meters during the lifting process. The biggest
difference to other temporary bridge systems is the construction which is primary
done by machines and not by workers. By that reason an extremely reduction of
workers was reached. Instead of a whole company with around 80 people the
manpower could be reduced down to 10 people. The lifting process of an element is
made by an operator on an 8x8 truck with a hydraulic 20 tonne-meters crane. Just
the connections of the elements must be mounted by workers which are equipped
with special tools. By that reason the bridge construction is faster and increase
healthcare and safety of the workers compared to other bridge systems.

48

Illustration 40: Bridge 2000 system during construction process

By these facts the bridge 2000 system is often a central component in a disaster
relief. One example was the use during the flooding 2002 in Upper Austria where the
Austrian Military installed in a short time a bridge 2000 system on a collapsed bridge.
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Construction process:

The bridge itself consists out of
2 ramps, 4 carriageway, 1
shore beam and 6 launching
nose

elements.

The

construction itself is a cantilever
launching process whereby a
maximum of 6 launching nose
elements with the shore beam
element at the front where put
over

an

obstacle.

After

this

Illustration 41: Bridge 2000 construction scheme

process the load bearing carriageway could be slide on the before made beam.49

6.1.4 Infantry Assault Bridge
The Infantry Assault Bridge (IAB) is a mobile bridge system made out of high quality
aluminium alloy. Caused by the lightweight elements the bridge is simple to erect by
hand and is perfect for a quick use for pedestrians. By a universal operation the
system is perfect for a quick rescue during natural disasters or any other accidents.

Illustration 42: IAB erected over a dry obstacle

Illustration 43: IAB connection of the elements
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With the IAB a maximal free span of 30 meters could be reached. With additional
bridge elements and floating bodies it is possible to cross waters with an indefinite
width. One bridge system consist out of 7 bridge elements, 1 floating body, 1 roller
block, 1 anchoring tool, 2 adapters for ambulance transportation and 1 special
designed transportation pallet. The construction of the bridge starts on ground with
placing the roller block at one side of an obstacle. After that step the necessary
numbers of bridge elements will be connected together by a simple connection
mechanism. Each element has a length of 4,43 meters and a weight of 55,5 kg. If the
obstacle is water a floating body should be connected on the top of the bridge. When
all connections are checked the bridge could be rolled over the roller block to the
other bank. To guarantee a safe way the system has to be anchored to the ground.
Especially over a river the bridge has to be connected properly with considering the
direction, speed and strength of wind and water. The whole process could be done
by a group of 10 people. If the group is well trained on the IAB system the
construction process for a 20 meter bridge could be done in 6 minutes. The finished
bridge could be used by persons with a maximum weight of 170 kg. Caused by the
low carrying capacity it is just for few persons allowed to use the bridge at same time.
The allowed number of people could be determined with charts from the
manufacturer. In general 8 persons can cross the 0,35 meters wide bridge per
minute. For a quick transportation of injured people or heavy equipment a stretcher
witch roles could be mounted. The stretcher could role easily over the 0,66 meters
wide railing.

42

Illustration 44: Different usage of the IAB

For the transportation of one bridge system a special designed pallet is in use. One
system with a pallet have a length of 4,78 meter, width of 2,22 meters, height of 2,37
meters and a total weight of 940kg and could be easily transported by standard
trucks, helicopters or other transportation aircrafts. By this flexibility the bridge could
be transported in almost every region which could be a valley, an alpine terrain or
any other difficult to access area. 50

Illustration 45: Special equipment for an injured transportation
Illustration 46: IAB on rocking rollers
Illustration 47: IAB on the transportation pallet

6.2 Floating bridge
Floating bridges for military and civil purpose have been known since centuries.
There are several different systems by using different materials and techniques. Most
time buoyancy is given by floating hollow structures like pontoons or boats.
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6.2.1 The Bailey Pontoon Bridge
After first use as fixed bridge the system was a full success but it also has to fulfil the
tasks of a floating bridge. Pontoons from older systems have been adjusted to the
bailey system. The challenge to adjust the system for a floating bridge was the
degree of rigidity which was tolerable for the girders. A minimum of rigidity was
necessary to ensure that a load could be spread up on several pontoons but a too
high rigidity would cause extreme bending moments. After some field tests and
analyses a special adapter was established who connected the bridge girders with
the pontoons. With the new part it was possible to transfer the shear forces and
reduce the bending moments between the pontoons
The bailey pontoon bridge consists out of a ramp and a landing bay which is spanned
from the bank to a special four-pier landing pontoon on each side. Between those
special landing pontoons it was possible to cross a river of an unlimited width with the
necessary amount of pontoons, bailey panels and adapters. One floating unit has a
buoyancy of 14.5 tones and the number of needed pontoons depends on the bridge
class.51

Illustration 48: Floating Bailey Bridge
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6.2.2 Improved Ribbon Bridge

Illustration 49: IRB during use

Folding Float bridges could be describes as integral superstructures with integrated
floating support. The Improved Ribbon Bridge (IRB) is the newest generation of
foldable floating bridges which allows a two-way traffic for road-legal vehicles and
one-way traffic for vehicles with a bigger width. The maximum load capacity of the
IRB is 80 tons for tracked vehicles and 96 tons for wheeled vehicles. The IRB can
easily handle bank heights from around 2 meters. The operation site could be also in
rough water as long the water depth is more than 2.2 meters. The elements are
categorized in the main elements for the inner bridge and ramp elements for the
connection to the banks, whereby each bay element consists out of two inner and
two outer floating bodies. Those bay elements are foldable and have a shape of a W.
An element automatically unfolds itself when it is in water. This results from a
mechanism out of cables and a lever system by the use of buoyant forces. This
mechanism is special designed for an easy transportation by trucks and trailers.
Those trucks are equipped with special bridge adapter pallets which hold the
elements in the W position during transportation. Additional they are also equipped
with special launching and retrieval systems which allow a direct placement from
truck into water and a simple recover for the deconstruction. If necessary each
element could be also carried by a helicopter direct to the point of use in water. By
the compact form and shape this bridge type also allows transportation by aircraft if
the bridge is needed at far away locations. For the placement of the pontoon
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elements boats are needed which could be carried on trailers behind the trucks. The
needed time for construction is quite low by the fact that a connection process
between two elements takes less than a minute. The connection elements are made
out of steel whereby most rest of this bridge system is made out of an aluminium
alloy. The upper surface which is the carriageway is coated to provide a non-slip
surface. The IRB bridge system is made by a German company which is part of
GDELS (General Dynamics European Land System). The interior elements with
ramp elements and additional boats could be also used as ferries. The US Army is
actually using 211 interior bay elements and 82 ramp elements. The whole
equipments is divided into several bridge sets whereby each set consists around 30
interior and 12 ramp bays, 42 special adapter pallets, 14 boats for erection, and 56
trucks for transportation. With such a set it is possible to span a wet obstacle up to
210 meters. 52

Illustration 50: IRB element transported by truck

Illustration 51: IRB element transported by helicopter

6.3 Assault Bridge
An assault bridge is mainly designed to be part of a military motorized unit which
consists usually out of armoured vehicles and tanks. First assault bridges can be
found in First World War where improvised constructions have been mounted on
tanks. Assault bridges are mainly constructed to cross single span gaps. Nowadays
an assault bridge is most time a tracked vehicle or an 8x8 truck with a bridge system
on top. The bridge system is mounted in exchange of the main weapon. This allows a
use of one bridge system in several countries which is especially in the NATO
52
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countries a big advantage. The biggest differences to other temporary bridge
systems are that the speed of construction and the protection of the operators have
highest priority. Usually such a bridge will be erected completely by machines where
no person is needed outside of the operating vehicle.

6.3.1 M104 Wolverine
The M104 Wolverine is since 2003 the main assault bridge system of the US Army.
The vehicle consists out of a bridge system which was developed by a German
company mounted on a chassis of the currently used US battle tank M1 Abrams. It
just needs 2 persons to operate the M104 which are during the whole bridge laying
process inside the vehicle. The bridge itself consists out of 2 elements out of an
aluminium alloy which could be
vertical launched over an up to 26
meters wide obstacle. The erecting
process just took around 4 minutes
and

the

reattachment

process

around 9 minutes. The bridge can
carry loads like a battle tank with a
weight of up to 70 tonnes. Once all
vehicles have crossed the bridge
the M104 crosses the bridge itself
and reattaches the bridge system on
the other side. 53

Illustration 52: M104 construction scheme

6.3.2 The Bailey Mobile Bridge
During WWII where a common construction process of a temporary bridge was not
possible the 1st Canadian Armored Brigade developed a method to transport a whole
Bailey bridge up to a length of 100ft. Therefore two tanks or other powerful vehicles
are necessary. The construction starts by mounting rocking rollers on top of the first
vehicle. After that step the finished bridge has to be pulled on the vehicle with the
53
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help of the second vehicle. The mobile bridge could be driven to the deployment
location where the lead vehicle drives down the river bank to enable the following
vehicle to push the bridge over the mounted rocking roller to the other bank. When
the bridge is in position ramps has to be added and in around one hour a save way to
cross an obstacle is erected. 54

Illustration 53: Bailey bridge as assault bridge

7 Planning Process
The following planning process is based on an element system bridge like the Bailey
construction. I have chosen to explain the planning process of this bridge type
because it is still in use in many countries and no special machines are necessary for
this type. Also a lot of newer bridge generations are based on the same concept with
almost same parts which differ in size and or used material.

The planning process of a temporary bridge is like almost every planning process
essential because every followed step is based on the planning. If there is a need to
overcome an obstacle with the help of a temporary bridge system the first step is to
explore each bridge site to check the possibility of a bridge construction. If a
construction is possible it could be started with the planning process what should be
54
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based on the number of available manpower, machines, type of temporary bridge
systems and time.
First the location should be determined if it is not exactly prescribed. When the
location is set the right type of bridge has to be selected. This is mostly based on the
purpose if it is for pedestrians or vehicles, maximum weight, span and dimensions of
crossing users. When those parameters are specified a rough time schedule should
be made. This time schedule has to consider the used equipment, number and
experience of the workers. After such a well planning it could be started with the
erection of the temporary bridge construction.
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7.1 Site exploration
The first step for a temporary bridge is to explore an area where a bridge should be
built and determine the suitablest location. This decision is based on an evaluation of
information from before made studies. The before mentioned information could be
collected

from

personal

visits,

local

people,

maps,

aerial

photos,

aerial

reconnaissance or studies and reports from the military. The evaluation should
include:
•

Location of the bridge construction

•

Width of the obstacle

•

Length and type of the temporary bridge

•

Slope of bridge

•

Conditions of both banks and the soil properties

•

Layout of the site

•

Site preparation measures

•

Recommendation of number of workers and necessary equipment

•

Sketch of the profile with special details of the banks

•

Sketch of the layout of site and other locations which influence the temporary
bridge

•

55
56

Truck route from the equipment park to the site56
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7.2 Site selection
The main factors for the site are the available space and soil characteristics. The
following requirements are based on a bridge types like the Bailey or D-bridge and
could differ from other bridge systems.
•

Each end of the bridge construction has to be accessible and it would be
advantageous if both sides are connected to the public road net. The excess
to the site has to be passable by trucks with trailers which carrying the bridge
elements.

•

The road to the bridge has to be straight and should be at least as long as the
width of the obstacle with a sufficient width. The width could be usually
reached with two traffic lanes. Such a space is necessary for unloading and
stacking the elements, preparing tools and assembling the bridge. Also the
slope has to be fewer than 10 percent which is a gradient ratio from 1 to 10.

•

When those parameters are given a special attention must be given on the
approaches and may needed piers. This step has to be done very thorough
since it almost takes the same time as the erection process of the bridge
system itself.

•

The banks of both sides should be stable, levelled and almost at same height.

•

Additional a turnaround area is from great advantage. That area should be
great enough to allow trucks with trailers an easy turnaround. Usually that
place is around 15 meters from the site to allow the trucks to move backwards
for a better unloading of the bridge elements.

•

Sometimes the trucks or trailers which are carrying the bridge elements are
part of the whole bridge system. When those vehicles doesn’t return after a
successful assembly there should be somewhere place during the usage of
the bridge.

•

Also for the vehicles which are carrying the workers must be a place which is
not too far from the site to reduce walking time.

•

On site the tools and lifting equipment should be located as close as possible
to the bridge construction.57
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7.3 Site preparation
The site preparation for a temporary bridge could take sometimes more time then the
construction of the bridge itself. Especially for wide obstacles where a multi span
bridge is needed. The erection of piers is often just with complex working methods
possible. The site preparation often starts with the construction of an adequate
access for trucks. If there is a quick need and soil is not capable to carry big vehicles
a special road laying vehicle could
be used to erect a temporary road
which spread the loads from the
trucks on a bigger area on ground.
When the access to site is done next
step is clearing the banks, the
construction area and the storage
area.

The

banks

have

to

be

reinforced with a retaining wall if the

Illustration 54: Road laying vehicle

soil characteristics couldn’t take the load from the bridge. Often this is made with big
natural stones or reinforced concrete whereby it always has to be considered that the
bank reinforcement is just temporarily. When the banks are ready for use the erection
of construction and storage areas are following. Thereby level differences should be
removed to enable an almost leveled site. When the site preparation is done it could
be started with the delivering and or construction process.

7.4 Site layout
A site layout for all elements and tools of a temporary bridge construction is
necessary when those parts were unloaded before the erecting process begins. A
logical and clear site layout decrease the construction time and avoid false work.
Requirement for the right execution of the planned site layout is a finished well
clearing. Following figure shows a well-established layout of stacked bridge material
including positions of the rollers.
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Illustration 55: Common site layout for a system bridge

The rocking rollers are used on both banks for the launching process. It depends on
the bridge type if two or four rocking rollers are needed at one side. They should be
situated in a certain distance to the gap outside of the natural slope. For the right
distance between the rocking rollers the bearings could be placed with the help of a
transom. The plain rollers which are necessary for the launching and erection of the
bridge are placed every 25 feet behind the rocking rollers. For the launching process
additional plain rollers between rocking rollers and first plain rollers are temporary
required. All rollers except the temporary rollers for the launching procedure have to
be levelled with the use of construction timber. 58
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Illustration 56: Layout for rocking and plain rollers

7.5 Organisation of the workers
First step of a construction process if the equipment is delivered by trucks is the
unloading procedure. If no cranes or vehicles with lifting equipment are available the
workers have to be split into assembly and unloading groups. The unloading groups
consist out of three to eight 8-man groups and the size of an erection group depends
on the bridge part. By separating the manpower in two main groups the erection of
the bridge can start before the unloading process is finished. For the launching
process all other work has to be stopped and each worker is required for that
procedure. How many mans are required for a bridge depends on the bridge system
and the span of the construction. How to calculate and split up the manpower is
shown in tables. These charts are based on a construction mainly by manpower. This
is most time by an erection of the military or in areas where machines are not
available or too expensive.
If a temporary bridge is needed during a construction, mining or any other civil
purpose most time civil companies are responsible for planning, erection, operation
and deconstruction. To be economical these companies are using more machines
like excavators or trucks with lifting equipment to reduce the number of needed
worker to save high costs of the employees. The number of needed workers will be
calculated by each company and is most time based on experiences in consideration
of available machines, bridge type, time and span. 59
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Panel
Carrying
Pin
Transom
Carrying
Clamp
Bracing
Sway brace
Raker
Bracing frame
Chord bolt
Tie plate
Overhead support
Decking
Stringer
Chess and riband
total

Manpower for the erection
Type of bridge
Single- Double- Triple- Double- Triplesingle single
single
double
double
Construction only by manpower
6-14
6-14
6-28
6-32
6-50
(12)
(12)
(24)
(28)
(44)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(6)
4-9
4-10
4-10
4-10
4-10
(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
2-4
2-6
2-8
2-12
2-20
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(8)
(2)
(4)

Doubletriple

Tripletriple

6-50
(44)
(6)
4-28
(24)
(4)
2-32
(6)
(2)
(8)
(10)

2-12
(8)
(4)

2-12
(8)
(4)

2-12
(8)
(4)

2-12
(8)
(4)

2-12
(8)
(4)

(6)
2-12
(8)
(4)

6-68
(60)
(8)
4-28
(24)
(4)
2-40
(6)
(2)
(8)
(14)
(4)
(6)
2-12
(8)
(4)

14-39

14-42

14-58

14-66

14-92

14-122

14-148

Table 4: Recommended amount of workers for a Bailey Bridge

Type
SS
DS
TS
DD
TD

DT
TT

Number of needed unloading groups
Span (feet)
Number of unloading parties
(one group consists out of 8 people)
30-60
3
70-90
4
50-80
4
90-120
5
70-120
5
130-140
6
90-150
6
160-170
7
110-120
6
130-180
7
190-200
8
130-170
7
180-200
8
150-200
8

Table 5: Recommended amount of unloading groups for a Bailey Bridge

7.6 Necessary machines
A lot of temporary bridges could be built without machines but a whole building
process by manpower is very rare nowadays. Machines are decreasing the
54

construction time and at same time increasing the safety on site significant. Some
bridge systems like the Bridge 2000 are just working with machines and a failure of
one machine could stop the whole work on site. Especially bridges for a civil use like
preparing a detour for a bridge replacement which is usually done by a civil company,
machines are essential to be economical. Also for a military use or during a natural
disaster time is often most important and machines are significant to decrease the
needed time. Following machines are common used on temporary bridge sites:
•

Excavator: Excavators are most time on site because they could be used for
many different tasks. They are often at the beginning on site for necessary site
perpetration. Also during construction they were very helpful by lifting
elements from trucks or storage to the place of need. Most sites could be
handled with one or two excavators.

•

Trucks: Trucks are most important machines for temporary bridging. They are
transporting needed material and personal to and from site. To raise the
economic and reduce time most trucks are equipped with trailers which rise
their transportation capacity significant. If a truck is equipped with a lifting
equipment the truck could safe other machines which are otherwise needed
for lifting processes.

•

Bulldozer: Bulldozers could be sometimes necessary for the site preparation.
With those machines it is possible to enable an almost levelled site.
Additionally these machines could be used for pushing the bridge over the
obstacle when the launching method is chosen.

•

Mobile crane: Mobile cranes are most important machines for a lifting
construction method. If the bridge is too heavy for one crane a second one will
be placed on the opposite bank. With two cranes it is important that a person
with enough experience coordinate them to avoid accidents. Beside the lifting
process mobile cranes are very useful during the construction to transport and
place bridge elements on their final positions.

•

Boats: Boats are always needed when a bridge is crossing a wet obstacle.
Especially for a floating bridge where pontoons are placed and secured by
boats. For that task it is necessary to choose boats which are able to push
floating bodies. Also boats are often needed for bridges which aren’t floating
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constructions but cross a river or lake. They are mainly for safety regulations
in case that a worker could fall in the water.
•

Others: Beside the before described machines which are mainly used for
temporary bridging a numerous number of other machines could be also
included for a temporary bridge construction. Special machines for a particular
bridge system like the 2000 bridge. A powerful winch when a bridge couldn’t
be pulled over an obstacle. Heavy duty aircrafts for a lift in by helicopter. Or for
the site access a road laying vehicle to provide a functioning road.

7.7 Necessary time
Following chart is based on a Bailey bridge but could be also used for similar
systems.

Length
in feet

40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200

Type of bridge
Single- Double- Triple- Doublesingle
single
single
double
Construction only by manpower
1½
1¾
2
2
2½
3
2¼
3
3½
4½
3½
4
5
3¾
4½
5¾
5
6¼
7

Tripledouble

6¾
7½
8½
9½

Double- Tripletriple
triple

Double- Tripletriple
triple
Using 1 crane

11 ¾
13 ¼
14 ¾
16 ¼

10 ½
11 ¾
13 ¼
14 ½

19
21 ¼
24

16 ¼
18 ¼
20 ½

Table 6: Necessary time for a bridge construction in days

The time what is shown in the table above is a guideline with experienced workers
and a construction during day. If an erection of a temporary bridge is necessary
during night the time has to be doubled. The time also assumes a finished site
preparation. If untrained workers are used or by bad weather conditions time also has
to be adjusted. By the use of machines for lifting or for the launching process the time
could be reduced significant. The needed time for an erection of a bridge with
machines is calculated on experience value under consideration of the amount of
machines, bridge type, span and number of workers. As I wrote before especially civil
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companies are using more machines to lower the number of workers, reduce the
construction time and save the regarding costs. 60

8 Construction phase
The usual construction process of a temporary bridge construction is the launching
method. Therefore a launching nose, rocking rollers and plain rollers are needed.
Another construction scheme is an erection by lifting the bridge in position by one or
two cranes. Beside cranes also helicopters could be used for construction which is
more the exemption.

8.1 Launching method
The launching method is besides lifting the whole bridge by crane or other schemes
the usual way how to build a temporary bridge construction. For most bridge types
that process could be done with manpower. For bigger types like a triple-triple bridge,
machines like a bulldozer or an excavator are necessary. While the bridge is a hug
cantilever during that process it has to be always sure that there is enough weight
behind the rollers to avoid tipping into the gap. This weight will be reached by
mounting several panels at the end of the bridge or if not enough place is available
by the use of counterweights. Additional a launching nose is temporarily mounted on
the front. This launching nose has no stringers or decking and is lighter compared to
the finished bridge construction. The temporary construction is mounted with an
angle which is required to compensate the bigger deflection during the cantilever
phase. This angle and the resultant vertical lift of the nose are variable by the use of
special links between the standard panels. For a bigger lift the special connector is
mounted more at the end of the launching nose. To know where such a link has to be
placed is shown in a table which also gives the resultant vertical lifting of the nose. If
the far-bank is lower than the near-bank the links for an angle of the launching nose
are not needed. The amount of required panels for the launching nose is shown in
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tables and depends on the span and type of the final bridge structure.
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While the

bridge is pushed over rocking and plain rollers the construction is higher during the
erection process. To get the bridge in its final position it is necessary to jack the
bridge down. When the bridge is placed on both banks it could be started with the
deconstruction of the launching nose and the additional elements which were needed
for the counterweight. When this step is done the end posts and end transoms have
to be installed before the jacking down process could be started. The process is done
by several steps which are always supported by construction timber in case a jack
will fail. It doesn’t matter which side of the bridge will be jacked down first. Important
is that both girders at one side will be jacked down continuously at same speed to
guarantee the same load bearing on all jacks. When the end posts sit on the
bearings the bridge could be finalised for the use.62

Illustration 57: Different types of launching noses
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Illustration 58: Temporary bridge during launching process

8.2 Lifting in
8.2.1 Lifting in by crane
An easier and often faster method to
construct a temporary bridge is the
installation

by

crane.

This

method

requires the availability of a crane with a
sufficient

load

bearing

capacity.

Therefore a previous erected or partially
preassembled bridge will be lifted in
position by one or two cranes. For that
process

usually

mobile

cranes

or

excavators for smaller bridges are used.
For the lifting process it is important that

Illustration 59: Bridge lifted in by a mobile crane

the crane has the right equipment to spread the rope to same wide like the bridge
that each truss will be stressed by just vertical loads. By using that method the
preparation of the bearing units have to be done before the lifting process starts.
Most bridges have special devices close to the nodes where the structure could be
connected to the crane. In case that a bridge construction is too heavy for an
availably crane the bridge could be lifted in without the decking and final construction
will be done followed by hand or machine. Compared to a usual erecting process by
launching this method is commonly used for single span bridges and for sites where
59

the erection of a longer bridge as counter weight is not possible. Also a lifting process
needs less bridge elements which are typically needed for the launching process.

8.2.2 Lifting in by helicopter
A special form of lifting in which is usually just done by military is the use of a
helicopter. This form of lifting a bridge in position is very rarely and is just used when
other construction methods are
not possible by different facts.
The weight of the bridge is
limited by the maximum load
capacity of the helicopter. Also it
is not possible to transport a
complete finished bridge. For the
transportation the decking has to
be removed from the bridge to
enable a sufficient air flow for

Illustration 60: Bridge lifted in by helicopter

the aircraft.

8.2.3 Crane assisted launching
The crane assisted launching method is a mixture between a lift in by crane and the
typical launching method. For that construction method a crane with a sufficient load
capacity, rocking and plain rollers are needed. The bridge will be erected as usual on
the rollers with the difference that no launching nose will be mounted on the bridge. If
enough elements are mounted on the bridge the launching method could start.
Therefore the crane which is usual on the opposite bank will be connected to the end
of the bridge. The function of the crane is to prevent a tip over and compensate the
deflection during construction phase. Additional the crane is helping a little at the
pushing process over the obstacle whereby it is not a replacement of man or
machines which are the main pushing force. This construction method could be used
when a bridge doesn’t fulfill the requirements of a lift in by crane for example by a too
heavy weight of the bridge, a too wide obstacle or not enough place on site for two
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mobile cranes. The advantages compared to a launching process are that fewer
elements are required for the erection process. The launching nose and the elements
for a counterweight could be saved by a crane assisted launching.

Illustration 61: Crane assisted launching process

8.3 Inspection during use
Before a finished bridge is going into service most temporary bridges have to be
checked from authorized personnel. Additional inspections are necessary in temporal
intervals which are given in the user manuals. Thereby the superstructure and
especially the connections have to be checked if they are loose by traffic. Also the
bridge construction has to be checked after each of following cases:
•

Determination of any damage, which could affect the structural stability

•

Accidents where the superstructure is involved

•

Bigger storms

•

Flooding

•

Bigger traffic accidents on bridge

•

Earthquakes

•

Visible settlements

•

Unapproved use by heavy load transportations
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8.4 Deconstruction
The deconstruction of temporary bridge constructions is usual like the erection
process in opposite way. The deconstruction process is in general much faster
because the exactly adjustment of rollers and jacks lapse. During the deconstruction
all parts of the bridge system should be inspected on possible damage. Also screw
connections should be lubricated to prevent corrosion and enable an easy
construction during next use.

9 Materials
By the fact that temporary bridges were built since the 6th century before Christ
almost every common building material was used for those constructions. By the fact
that the bridges are often produced from arms factories and could play an important
role for military operations the research with new materials was always important.
First building material for temporary bridges has been wood which was almost
completely displaced from steel after the industrial revolution. Steel is still the most
used construction material for temporary bridges. In the field of military bridging
aluminium and especially aluminium alloys often replaced steel constructions after
WWII. Nowadays lighter materials with a higher strength like kevlar, carbon or glass
fibres are becoming more important.

9.1 Wood
Wood was for a long period the most essential building material for temporary bridge
constructions. With the industrialisation the use of steel in the field of bridging
replaced timber as main material. In the field of system bridges timber is nowadays
mainly used for the construction process or side constructions like piers for multi
span bridges. The use of timber for a bearing system itself is sometimes used for
smaller pedestrian bridges. Also the use of timber planks as decking material for the
carriageway is getting less. Newer systems have mostly a steel or aluminium decking
with a special anti-slip coat which allows a faster construction process.
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In contrast timber is often still the main construction material for an improvised bridge
construction. Especially in areas with a high amount of forest it is the easiest way to
get to construction material. Additional, woodworking is not that complex like working
on other material. It could be done by the use of simple tools and the workers don’t
have to have an intensive knowledge about woodworking.
Because of the temporary use on site, a protection against weather conditions is not
high priority. In contrast the weather protection during storage is significant to
guarantee a constant operational capability.

9.2 Steel
Steel is the most common construction material for temporary bridge constructions.
Since the industrial revolution in the 19 century when it was possible to produce big
amounts of steel the main material for temporary bridges switched slowly from timber
to steel. In World War I with arise of first system bridges where the material shows its
well properties in the field of temporary bridging. Steel is an alloy with iron as main
component and could be mixed with several different elements for special properties.
Over time many different steel mixtures have been used for temporary bridges.
Nowadays there are more than 2300 different steel grades listed. One big advantage
of the material is that with different processing like welding it is possible to produce
elements in almost every shape. Additional steel is often used as main material for
permanent bridges and the knowledge could be also used for temporary
constructions.

9.2.1 Corrosion protection
While timber constructions have to fight with moisture penetration and concrete
constructions with crack formation the biggest problem in steel construction is the
corrosion.
The parts of a temporary bridge system have to have a long lifespan to be economic.
During that time all parts have to work properly and should be ready for a quick use.
In a fact a big number of parts are needed for a working bridge. Also most parts but
especially the big load bearing parts of a temporary bridge could be very huge. By
these facts it is often not possible to provide a suitable shelter for these parts to
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protect them from weather conditions. So the corrosion protection has to resist
against mechanical and weather influences like wind, sun, rain or snow over years. In
general there are two systems to protect the steel: a corrosion protection coat or a
hot-dip galvanized layer.

Corrosion protection by hot-dip galvanizing is the state of the art to protect temporary
bridge elements from weather conditions. In a process the steel get coated with a thin
layer of zinc. Therefore it is necessary to put the steel parts in a bath of liquid zinc
which is heated to a temperature of around 450 C. The fresh zinc layer is usually
bright shining after the process. Over time a patina occur made by corrosion which
makes the look mat and darker. The patina provides an active and a passive
corrosion protection. The passive corrosion protection provides a barrier effect
against external influences. On the other hand the active protection has a cathodic
effect. This means that the thin zinc layer is a sacrificial anode which protects the
underlying steel as long as the zinc layer is existing.
The lifespan of a hot-dipped galvanized steel element depends on the thickness of
the zinc layer. Usually the zinc protection which is made by the manufacturer is
sufficient to resist corrosions for around 80 years without an additional zinc layer
during use. But this only occurs with a proper handling of the galvanised steel parts
according to the instruction manual.
The disadvantage of hot-dip galvanizing is the dimensions of the utilities for the
galvanising process. As I explained before there must be an adequate tank with the
liquid zinc which has to be bigger than the largest steel element. Also a lot of
experience during the bath is necessary. When the almost finished steel parts get in
contact with the 450 C hot zinc thermal stress occur which could bring unintentional
deflections. 63
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Illustration 62: Corrosion protection in different environmental conditions

Another opportunity to protect steel parts from external influences is a covering with
corrosion protection coat. The classic coating exists of several layers with different
functions. After a thorough cleaning the first layer could be brushed, sprayed or rolled
on the steel element. It is a primer which provides a corrosions protection and an
adhesion bridge for the next layer. The following coating has several tasks. It
increase the barrier effect which supplying the corrosion protection and compensate
unevenness from the primer layer. The number of those layers is depending on the
future requirements. This is followed by the last layer which is the cover coating. It is
the outermost shell which has to protect the inner layers by resisting against all
external impacts.
The disadvantage of a corrosion protecting coat against the hot-dip galvanizing
process is the shorter lifespan and the extra costs in the production. But therefore it is
much easier to repair a damaged corrosion protection by coating the damaged spot.
Also the painting could be done at almost any location no extra workshop is
necessary.

In the following pictures the lifecycle is shown for a temporary bridge system with a
corrosion protection by an organic coat and additional by a hot-dipped galvanized
layer. Usually the lifespan of a temporary bridge system is around 80 to 100 years.
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By the reason that an organic coat has a lifespan of 25 to 30 years it means that it is
necessary to paint a bridge up to 3 times.

Illustration 63: Lifespan of steel with an organic coat layer

On the other hand the protection by a 200µm zinc layer is between 80 to 100 years
which could be longer than the lifespan of the bridge system itself.

Illustration 64: Lifespan of steel with a hot-dipped galvanized zinc layer

By the fact that both types of corrosion protection nowadays almost have the same
price at production it is obviously that new produced bridge systems will be protected
by a galvanized zinc layer. But older systems are still in use and it is necessary for
the operational capability to renew the corrosion protection coat all 25 to 30 years.64

9.3 Aluminum alloy
Aluminum is a light weight metal and became an important construction material for
temporary bridge constructions. First bridge prototypes with a main load bearing
system out of aluminum have been made after World War II. The material has two
main advantages compared to steel first the much lower density and secondly the
ability to resist corrosion by a passivation effect. By combine aluminum with other
metals an aluminum alloy could be made whereby the characteristics could be
changed in many ways. Aluminum is always the main material which could be
combined with typical allaying elements like copper, tin, zinc, manages, silicon, titan,
chromium or magnesium. With the different materials and mixing ration especially the
64
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strength, corrosion protection, weldability, or formability could be changed. There are
several different mixtures which are optimized for the future operation. By the fact
that most aluminum temporary bridge constructions are made by companies which
came from the aircraft engineering usually aluminum alloys from the aircraft industry
are used. Temporary bride systems made out of aluminum alloy are at the moment
mostly used for bridges with a military purpose or for first connection to areas during
or after natural disasters. 65

9.4 Carbon fibre and Kevlar
In the 1980s first experiments have been made with carbon fibre in the field of
temporary bridging. First prototypes have been made in USA by building girders out
of sandwich sheets or reinforcement with special cables. The sandwich panels
consist out of aluminium sheets at the outside and a layer of Kevlar web at the inside
which gets stick together with a special epoxy resin. The cables are completely made
out of Kevlar and were used as reinforcement for aluminium girders. The first
experiments have shown a possible weight reduction of up to 66 percent compared
to a 100 percent use of aluminium alloy. The knowledge from the new material came
mostly from the aircraft industry which used composite material for several projects
before. Carbon fibre is an important ingredient of the bridge 2000 system. With longterm tests where this bridge was crossed 15.000 times with an assault tank the new
material proved its fatigue strength. By current status carbon fibres are used as
reinforcement but not for the main structure which is caused by the high costs of the
material. A new development project where USA; Great Britain and German
companies work together they developed a new study with Carbon Fibre Reinforced
Plastic (CFRP). With this material the span of a bridge equal to the bridge 2000
system could rise from 40 meter up to 56 meter. It is for sure to expect that carbon
fibre or Kevlar will be an important material for future bridge constructions.66
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9.5 Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic
In the beginning of 2017 one of the leading temporary bridge manufacturers
developed a new bridge type for pedestrians out of Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic
(GFRP). The tensile strength of glass fibres is with 2.400 N/mm² much higher than
the material glass itself. That is caused by the fact that glass fibres have a much
smaller area which has statistically less voids than a big cross section form. The
characteristics are quite similar compared to carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CRP)
whereby GFRP is not that stiff as CRP. Also the dynamic behavior of GFRP is not
that well compared to CRP which reduces the current range of use on pedestrian
bridges. The big advantage against carbon reinforced materials is the fewer prices of
glass fibres. With GFRP as new building material a bridge is not that vulnerable
against harsh weather conditions like a steel construction. Also the light weight make
it is possible to build a pedestrian bridge up to 30 meters whereby the weight could
be reduced up to 70 percent compared to a steel construction.67

10 Examples
10.1 Caesars Rhine Bridge
The

first

constructed

Rhine
by

Gaius

bridge
Julius

Caesar was during the Gallic
War in 55 BC. During the war
with the Gallic a victory of the
Romans was foreseeable and
Caesar decided to expend his
conquer to the north. On the way
to the north he was stopped by

Illustration 65: Possible design of Caesars Rhine Bridge

the Rhine a natural barrier for his troops. To cross the Rhine he erected a temporary
bridge for the roman legions to provide a safe crossing to conquer the German tribes.
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The bridge was situated near to the city Koblenz which is at the west of Germany. A
second bridge over the Rhine was erected two years later for another conquers of the
Romans. The bridge is estimated with a length of around 400 meter and a width of 7
– 9 meter. The whole construction which includes the harvest of the building material
and the erection took just 10 days. A crossing by ships was too dangerous by the
strong flow of the river. Also Caesar wrote that it would be under the honour of the
Romans to cross the Rhine with an improvised solution like ships. 68

To cross the Rhine he searched for a site which was at
a tactical and technical good position. First step was to
clean the site from vegetation and measuring the width
of the river. Based on the measuring his engineers
calculated the needed amount of timber. During that
time transportation of his troops and their supply was a
big challenge so an additional transportation of bridge
material was excluded. For the erection of the bridge
the Romans had own engineers which have been
specialised in that field. The material was harvested at
the location of the site by the legions. It is anticipated

Illustration 67: Bank construction

that around 200 engineers and 1000 legionnaires
were used for the construction. The bridge consisted
mainly out of round timber piles which have been
sharpened at the end. The process of the building
material production was reduced to a minimum
standard to decrease the construction time to 10

Illustration 66: Section of the Rhine Bridge

days. The construction of the main bridge started with preparation of the bank.
Therefore he reinforced the soil by ramming timber piles into ground. The
reinforcement was necessary because the bridge was build from the bank by using a
mobile ram. The bridge itself was a multi span wooden beam bridge. Each support of
the bridge consists out of several piers which have been constructed cross to the flow
direction of the river. By considering the actual depth of the Rhine at the assumed
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place of 5.5 meter the piers should have a minimum length of around 7.7 meters. The
distance between the supports depended on the used timber but it is presumed that it
was in average 10-12 meters. The piles have been rammed in an angle into the
ground for a better resistance against the flow of the water. That process was quite
time-consuming so the Romans used three rams at same time. Additional piles have
been built upstream of each bridge support as a protection against driftwood. On the
bridge supports they span timber beams which have been the substructure of the
carriageway. For the carriageway they put cross to the timber beams each 0.3 meter
smaller branches. On top of the branches wooden wickerwork formed the
carriageway. The connections have been mostly made with ropes and some nails.
The width of the bridge with 7 to 9 meter was needed to move around 40.000 people
in a short time over the river. They also build a handrail
on each side to prevent falling from the bridge. By the
short erection time of 10 days from the first cut tree until
the finished bridge it is assumed that the Romans
worked day and night. After the legions crossed the
bridge they conquered the area north of the Rhine
which only took 18 days. On the successful way back
home they deconstructed the bridge after a very short
operation time.
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Illustration 68: Subconstruction for
the decking
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10.2 B 38 Gail-bridge

Illustration 69: Location of the B 38 Gail bridge

The B 38 road (Kärntner Staße)
connects the city Villach with border
crossings to Italy and Slovenia. At km
351.3

a

pre-stressed

reinforced

concrete bridge was built in the year
1940 to cross the river Gail. In Mai

Illustration 70: Old concrete bridge

2012 a standard inspection shows several signs of aging and a resulting calculation
recommended a new construction. In the same year the federal state Carinthia
commissioned a company for a variant analysis to figure out the best way how to
rebuild the bridge. Three following variants have been evaluated in detail.
Variant one was a detour over the close situated B85 road which included a bridge
over the Gail just 2.5km east of the site. The detour would cause a time delay for the
traffic of around 10 minutes. This variant wasn’t chosen by three main facts. First was
the average traffic of the desolate bridge with around 18.000 cars and 3.000 trucks
per day which would overstrain the B85. Second was the safety of the public along
the B85 which is a densely populated living area. Last point against that variant was
the longer way for emergency forces like police, rescue or fire department and public
transportation. 70
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Variant two considered a temporary bridge construction located west of the bridge.
The advantage was that the needed infrastructure to the temporary bridge wouldn’t
be much elaborate. Finally this variant wasn’t chosen either because the traffic has to
pass the village Ferderaun where the width of the carriageway is too small for an
increased traffic.
At the end, the third variant have been chosen which was a 70.7m long temporary
bridge over the river Gail and two 24.40 m long temporary bridge constructions over
the Frettenbach creek. This variant was related with additional expenses like the two
needed bridges over the creek but guaranteed the best solution for the traffic.

Illustration 71: Comparison of the different versions

The construction of all three bridges was done by the government of Carinthia with
the help of the Austrian military. The temporary bridge was a Compact 200 system
which resembles the Bailey bridge.

Illustration 72: First layout of the temporary bridge

The decision to use this bridge type was given by the span and availability at the
government bridge stock. The location of the compact 200 bridge was 70 m east of
the concrete bridge. The bridge was executed as a double span bridge and made an
erection of a temporary pier necessary. The construction of the pier took more
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construction time compared to the bridge construction itself. Therefore an own
temporary peninsula was needed to built the concrete foundation with the help of a
crate construction made out of sheet piles. On this concrete foundation the pier has
been build by the use of compact 200 elements. Also the preparation of the banks
was time intensive by reinforce the ground with nature stone retaining walls. Caused
by the temporary change of the river environment an additional check from a
hydrologic planning office was necessary whereby the length of the bridge was
extend up to 80m to create a bigger river section to resists a 100-year flooding. 71

Illustration 73: Plan of the final version

Illustration 74: Site equipment plan

The plan for the site equipment was mainly separated into areas for construction,
traffic and storage. To make the site loading processes and the traffic more efficient
the construction road was used in one way.
The construction started in November 2014 with the reinforcement of the banks of the
Frettenbach. The banks have been supported by retaining walls made out of big
natural stones. On the prepared site the Austrian military erected two D-bridges with
the span of 24.5m. Each of those bridges was supposed handle one traffic line in one
direction.
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Illustration 75: Bank reinforcement of the Frettenbach Illustration 76: Erection of the two D-bridges

Illustration 77: Finished D-bridges

With the finished erection of the two bridges over the Frettenbach it could be started
with the bank preparation for the Compact 200 bridge over the Gail. First the section
of the river has been extended to guarantee a save construction site during a
flooding. During that process both banks got a support with retaining walls like at the
Frettenbach. After the finished banks it could be started on the south with a 30 meter
long peninsula in the river. Almost at the half of the river a special equipped
excavator rammed several sheet piles into the ground to construct a watertight crate.
In that ground the reinforced concrete foundations have been built in a depth of
around 7 meter. At the same time the pier has been prefabricated with Compact 200
elements in the close situated bridge stock in the city Villach. When the concrete was
cured enough to take loads the pier has been lifted in by crane in two steps. When
the erection process of the pier was finished the peninsula has been deconstructed
and the construction of the main temporary bridge started. The elements were
delivered by trucks with trailers and the whole equipment was stored at site. The
erection of the bridge was done by the staff of the government of Carinthia and the
Austrian military which used for a quicker erection up to two excavators. The erection
process itself was a launching process with the help of a launching nose at the front
of the bridge. Caused by the site environment a typical launching process by pushing
the bridge over the river was not possible. Instead the bridge was pulled over the
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river by using a powerful winch of a truck. For that special process a temporary tower
of Bailey standard panels have been erected to locate the pulling rope at same level
as the bridge. 72

Illustration 78: Finished bank reinforcement of the south side

Illustration 79: Construction of the watertight crate

Illustration 80: Lifting in of the prefabricated pier

Illustration 81: Delivering of the bridge elements

Illustration 82: Erection of a special tower for launching process
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Illustration 83: Bridge during launching process

Illustration 84: Finished temporary bridge over the Gail

27th October 2014

Begin of the construction of the bypass road

11th November 2014

Preparing the banks of the Frettenbach with retaining walls

12th November 2014

Start with the erection of the two D-bridges

26th November 2014

Erection of the two D-bridges is finished

2nd December 2014

Start with the preparation of the south bank of the Gail

20th January 2015

After Christmas break start with the peninsula

4th February 2015

Construction of the watertight crate

12th February 2015

Lifting the prefabricated pier in the crate

16th February 2015

Deconstruction of the peninsula and delivery of first bridge
elements

17th February 2015

Start with the erection process of the Compact 200 bridge

25th February 2015

Launching process of the bridge

27th February 2015

Mounting guide rails and start of the ramp constructions

22th April 2015

Inauguration of the bridge

Table 7: Time schedule of the B 38 Gail Bridge

This table with most significant milestones shows that the erection of a temporary
bridge took little time compared to all necessary work for the site preparation.

After the detour over the temporary bridges was finished the traffic was rerouted and
the deconstruction of the concrete bridge started. After 15 month the new bridge was
finished and the deconstruction of the temporary detour with the three bridges
started. The whole cost of this project was 3.2 million Euros whereby around 500.000
Euros have been spent on the detour with the temporary bridge constructions.
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10.3 I-5 Skagit River Bridge
The I-5 Skagit River Bridge is located between Mount Vernon and Burlington in the
US state Washington. This route is an important part for the infrastructure between
the USA and Canada which is used by more than 71.000 drivers by day. It is a multi
span bridge with a total length of 1.112 feet (339m) and a width of 72 feet (22m). The
steel truss bridge was constructed in 1955 and regular inspections considered the
bridge as functionally obsolete. That means that the bridge did not meet actual
standards but is still safe for the public transportation. The load bearing structure
consists mainly out of an overhead construction which is protected with concrete
guide rails against lateral traffic collision.

Illustration 85: Location of the I-5 Skagit River bridge

On May 23th 2013 an incident with an oversized truck happened on the bridge. The
bridge was constructed with the biggest height for traffic in middle with a reduction of
the height on the sides. The oversized tuck entered the bridge on the outer line and
damaged the load bearing structure. Directly after the passing the north bridge
segment collapsed. Additional the truck damaged another bridge segment but the
damage was too less for a collapse. Following cars fell down in the river but luckily
nobody died by the incident.73

73

National Transportation Safety Board: Collapse of the Interstate 5 Skagit River Bridge, Accident Report.
Washington: 2013
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Illustration 86: Collapsed part

After the collapse the traffic was detoured to a bridge upstream whereby the bridge
wasn’t built for the higher amount of vehicles. Because of the economical necessary
for the region a quick reuse of the bridge was high priority for the government. A
temporary bridge was needed and a bridge from the manufacturer Acrow was chosen
for that task. The temporary bridge for the single span was a two-lane bridge
whereby the outer truss was a double-double construction and the inner truss was a
quadruple-double construction. The erection was done by a launching method with
launching nose. The bearing was a special sliding system which was constructed for
an afterwards quick replacement of the whole temporary construction. On June 19th
2013 the temporary bridge was ready for public traffic and the I-5 route was again in
full service. With the finished Acrow bridge a construction company started with
manufacturing of the final replacement alongside the temporary bridge. On
September 15th 2013 the permanent replacement was placed in a special sliding
process whereby the road was closed for just 19 hours. During the whole process the
rest of the bridge was upgraded to newest standards whereby also the height for
traffic raised.
The total costs from the deconstruction/ erection of the temporary bridge
($7.700.000), bridge replacement ($7.660.000) and the upgrade from the other
bridge elements ($3.300.000) and other expenses have been around $19.850.000 in
total. 74

74

Phelps, Travis: I-5 Skagit River Bridge Replacement – Completed July 2014;
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/I5/SkagitRiverBridgeReplacement/,, July 2014
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Illustration 87: Temporary bridge construction

Illustration 88: Final replacement process

11 Future requirement
Since the Second World War it has often take around 10 years from first idea of a
new bridge system until the first use. This is a big contrast compared to the Bailey
system where temporary bridge constructions have been needed immediately and
the time from first idea until first use was less than a year. There are several reasons
why during the war such a development is much quicker. The biggest is of course all
the increased resources which are given to armaments during wartime to prevent a
capture by the enemy. Those are especially an almost unlimited budget and a much
higher team of engineers which are searching for the best solution. During peacetime
a quick development mostly fail by financial restraints and the nowadays high
bureaucracy. Also the development of temporary bridges and other armaments is
now completely done by civil companies and not by a government. Those companies
have to fulfill a lot of requirements to sell a bridge system to several countries.
Especially companies which are producing bridges for a military purpose like assault
bridges could not built a bridging system which is supposed for one exactly country.
Those manufacturers are often companies which are specialized on armaments. By
that fact also knowledge from other sectors like aircraft or shipping technology
influences a new bridge system. Almost every part of a system is optimized by using
special software like finite element analysis. With that method it is possible to
construct larger systems by less weight. This also includes the use of composite
materials like carbon or glass fibre which will be found more often in future. On the
other hand the use of a temporary bridge during a bridge renovation or replacement
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will be always planned in advance and do not have to be ready all time. By that fact
the price of such a system is often the most important criterion and excludes more
expensive materials like aluminum or carbon. Currently bridge systems which are
based on the Bailey bridge fulfill the requirements in best way and will be also often
found in future.

12 Conclusion
There are several different temporary bridge types to provide a working infrastructure
during or after constructions, natural disasters or other reasons. There is no system
or construction type which gives the best solution for every crossing. There are many
factors which influence the decision which type is possible and could fulfill all
requirements in the best way. The biggest impacts for choosing a system are the
type of the obstacle and the span. For example a floating bridge construction could
not be used for a dry obstacle or a 40 meter bridge system could not cross a 45
meter gap. The right decision includes also the availability of material, workers and
time which could exclude in advance one construction type. By that reasons it is
important that a government has several bridge types on stock to cover a wide range
of possible uses.
With the rising number of natural catastrophes and the high amount of bridge
renovations in close future the role of a temporary bridge has changed from a mostly
military purpose in past. By that reason the bridges are getting more separated in civil
and military bridges. In the military and for natural disasters fast and light bridges are
needed like the bridge 2000 or assault bridges. This is mainly for the first supply with
troops or first aiders. Whereby in the civil use like during a bridge construction or
renovation the operation time is based on a time plan and could be calculated in an
appropriate time. Such a use is getting more important caused that nobody wants to
waive on the mobility by car and that a working infrastructure at any time is assumed
by most people. Additional the factor time got an important economical aspect and
delays by a closed bridge could have negative impacts on the industry.
This problem effects the USA and Austria since a big part of the infrastructure will
reach soon the end of its lifespan. The differences of temporary bridge constructions
of the two countries could be seen in the field of improvised bridges which differ
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highly on local availably materials. But for the mostly used system bridges there are
nowadays almost no differences. Almost every modern bridge system is
manufactured by international companies which offer their products global. Those
bridges are still often based on the Bailey bridge which effects that most temporary
bridges worldwide do not differ that much.
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13 Appendix A
Conversion chart

Metric

Imperial

1 centimeter [cm]

0.3967 inch [in]

1 meter [m]

1.0936 yard [yd]

1 meter [m]

3.2808 feet [ft]

1 kilometer [km]

0.6214 mile [mile]

1 kilogram [kg]

2.2046 pound [lb]

Imperial
1 inch [in]

Metric
2.54 centimeter [cm]

1 feet [ft]

12 inch [in]

0.3048 meter [m]

1 yard [yd]

3 feet [ft]

0.9144 meter [m]

1 mile [mile]

1.6093 kilometer [km]

1 pound [lb]

0.4536 kilogram [kg]
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